Considerable attention has been devoted to evaluating the macroeconomic effectiveness of the Federal Reserve's communications about future policy rates (forward guidance) in light of the U.S. economy's long spell at the zero lower bound (ZLB). In this paper, we study whether forward guidance represented a shift in the systematic description of monetary policy by estimating a New Keynesian model using Bayesian techniques. In doing so, we take into account the uncertainty that agents have about policy regimes using an incomplete information setup in which they update their beliefs using Bayes rule (Bayesian learning). We document a systematic change in U.S. policymakers' reaction function during the ZLB episode (2009)(2010)(2011)(2012)(2013)(2014)(2015)(2016)) that called for a persistently lower policy rate than in other regimes (we call this the forward guidance regime). Our estimates suggest that private sector agents were slow to learn about this change in real time, which limited the effectiveness of the forward guidance regime in stimulating economic activity and curbing disinflationary pressure. We also show that the incomplete information specification of the model fits economic outcomes over the economy's long spell at the ZLB better than the full information specification.
Introduction
With policy rates around the world falling to the zero lower bound (ZLB), many central banks looked for ways to provide additional policy accommodation during the global financial crisis. Communication about the future path of the policy rate, commonly referred to as forward guidance (FG) , was an important part of the monetary policy strategy of overcoming the ZLB constraint and providing such stimulus. Through its influence on private-sector expectations of future short-term interest rates, forward guidance can lower longer-term interest rates and thereby help monetary policymakers achieve their objectives.
An important part of FG communications is the information policymakers provide to the public about their reaction function (i.e., how a policymaker intends to adjust the policy rate in response to economic developments.) At the ZLB, a change in the reaction function that keeps the policy rate lower for longer than implied by the previous reaction function can in principle stimulate aggregate demand and curb disinflationary pressure. However, for such a policy to be effective, the public must believe a policymaker's reaction function has changed and in practice it can be quite difficult for the public to perceive such a change. First, private sector agents do not observe a central bank's reaction function and must infer it. This inference becomes even more difficult at the ZLB where agents do not observe changes in the policy rate. Second, communications about future policy rates are open to other interpretations besides signaling a change in policymaker's reaction function. For instance, such communications may just provide clarity about a pre-existing reaction function or convey information about policymaker's forecasts of economic conditions instead of a commitment to keeping the policy rate lower for longer than they would have under their pre-existing reaction function. Given these considerations, open questions remain whether the FOMC's communications about FG implied a change in their reaction function and whether private agents were able to perceive such a change.
In this paper, we address these questions by estimating a New Keynesian (NK) model in which private sector agents have incomplete information about a policymakers' reaction function. 1 In the model, the central bank's interest-rate reaction function can change across regimes and agents do not observe these regimes but must infer them. A change in the policy regime is imperfectly credible, as agents' beliefs about the regime can differ from the true (newly-realized) regime. These beliefs evolve endogenously as agent learn from observing outcomes for interest rates, inflation, and other economic variables and use this information to update their prior beliefs about the regimes.
We model regime changes as affecting the intercept of an interest-rate rule. We prefer such an approach to other alternatives for two reasons. First, it aligns well with FG communications by the Federal Reserve in 2014-15. In particular, through most of 2014 and into early 2015 the Federal Open
Market Committee indicated in its postmeeting statements that
The Committee currently anticipates that, even after employment and inflation are near mandate-consistent levels, economic conditions may, for some time, warrant keeping the target federal funds rate below levels the Committee views as normal in the longer run.
In our view, such a statement is more supportive of a regime change that affects the intercept of a rule rather than a change involving the degree to which the rule responds to economic developments.
Second, FG communications evolved over the 2009-2015 period, becoming more explicit and forceful over time. These communications were at times largely time dependent in the guidance they provided about future values of the federal funds rate and at other times more state dependent. Because of the evolving nature of the FOMC's FG language, in our view there is no unique way to capture FG and we view allowing for regime changes through the intercept term as a relatively agnostic way of doing so.
A novel feature of our model is the way in which the ZLB constraint affects the way agents learn about a central bank's reaction function. In particular, at the ZLB, it is even more difficult for agents to infer a central bank's reaction function, since they do not observe changes in the policy rate or a central bank's desired or notional rate. For rational agents updating their beliefs according to Bayes rule, we show that the ZLB constraint gives rise to a likelihood function that is a mixture of two distributions, similar to a Tobit model, because the ZLB truncates agent's observations of the central bank's desired policy rate. If agents observe the policy rate at the ZLB, they update their beliefs by determining the likelihood of each regime to lead to a binding ZLB constraint.
Our model allows us to assess the effectiveness of forward guidance on the macroeconomy and the importance of imperfect information in limiting its effectiveness -major goals of our empirical analysis. By estimating the model we provide new evidence documenting a change in Federal Reserve policy over the [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] [2013] [2014] [2015] [2016] period. In particular, our estimates indicate that there was a regime change in the FOMC's reaction function beginning in 2010 and that this new regime called for persistently lower interest rates than would have been the case if the FOMC had stuck to their pre-crisis reaction function. Hence, our estimates suggest that there was a change in the Federal Reserve's reaction function at the the time the Federal Reserve was providing FG communications and we call this new regime the FG regime.
While this regime change can be identified as early as 2010 by an econometrician who has the benefit of hindsight, agents have to make inferences about policy regimes in real time and thus can take longer to identify the change in policy regimes. Indeed, we find that agents only begin to put significant weight on the FG regime in 2012 and that it takes until 2014 before they become close to certain about being in the FG regime. We find that these slowly evolving beliefs are a direct implication of the nonlinear inference problem induced by the ZLB: agents no longer observe the desired rate and thus learn considerably more slowly than they would otherwise.
This slow evolution of beliefs has important implications for the effectiveness of the Federal Reserve's FG. With agents ascribing little weight to being in the FG regime until 2012, we estimate that the effects of FG on economic activity and inflation only begin to be realized until late 2012. Over time, the effects of FG increase, as agents come to realize that the Federal Reserve's reaction function changed.
In 2014-15, when agents see over a 90% probability of being in the FG regime, our estimates imply that the change to the FG regime leads to about a 40 basis point increase in the output gap and about a 20 basis points increase inflation relative to a situation in which there was no change in the policy regime.
The estimation results also point to imperfect credibility as being a useful feature for explaining U.S. data over the period in which the Federal Reserve provided FG. By estimating the incomplete information (II) and full information (FI) specifications of the model, we show that II specification fits the data better than the FI specification. This better fit reflects that monetary policy regimes are imperfectly credible, and hence the II specification, unlike the FI specification, does not suffer from what Del Negro, Giannoni, and Patterson (2015) call the 'forward guidance puzzle'. Hence, it does not deliver unreasonably large macroeconomic effects from the change to the FG regime. We estimate the model using the methodology of Gust, Herbst, López-Salido, and Smith (2017) , which is well suited to handling nonlinear models like ours in which the ZLB constraint occasionally
binds. An advantage of this approach is that we can use all the data to estimate the model including episodes in which the policy rate is at or near the ZLB. Because the FOMC relied heavily on forward guidance when the economy was at the ZLB, it is important to use data during this period to identify and test whether there was a change in policymakers' reaction function. In contrast, Campbell, Fisher, Justiniano, and Melosi (2016) estimate their model using pre-crisis data and assume that the subsequent FG communications resulted in a change in the pre-crisis rule.
The methodology is also well suited to handling the nonlinearities introduced by the Bayesian learning of agents in the model. Private sector agents update their beliefs about policy regimes using Bayes rule, which is nonlinear even in the absence of the ZLB. In the absence of Bayesian learning, the model is standard in the literature and has been estimated by Gust, López-Salido, and Smith (2012) as well as Ireland (2011) . 2 The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. The next section discusses related literature, while Section 3 presents the model with a focus on how incomplete information about policy affects the expectations of private sector agents. Section 4 describes the econometric approach, and the empirical results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes.
Related Literature
Our paper is most closely related to Engen, Laubach, and Reifschneider (2015) and Campbell, Fisher, Justiniano, and Melosi (2016) , which both examine the effectiveness of the Federal Reserve's FG. Like Engen, Laubach, and Reifschneider (2015) , we emphasize the importance of slowly evolving beliefs about changes in the reaction function for monetary policy in limiting the effectiveness of FG. However, we take a very different methodological approach by estimating a structural model and explicitly modeling the way in which private sector agents learn about a new policy regime. Like our paper, Campbell, Fisher, Justiniano, and Melosi (2016) estimate a structural model to study FG; however, they model FG using news shocks that are viewed by private sector agents as fully credible and thus do not study the role of imperfect credibility in limiting the effectiveness of FG.
Our paper is related to papers that emphasize learning or imperfect credibility in overcoming what Del Negro, Giannoni, and Patterson (2015) call the 'forward guidance puzzle' -a puzzle that applies to DSGE models in which future changes in monetary policy rate can deliver unreasonably large effects on macroeconomic variables (e.g., McKay, Nakamura, and Steinsson (2016) ). Our paper is similar to De Graeve, Ilbas, and Wouters (2014) and Cole (2015) in that we introduce learning into a DSGE model in order to overcome the forward guidance puzzle. However, we differ from these papers, because we do not depart from rational expectations to introduce learning into our model and because we estimate our model. The latter is important in order to quantify the the effectiveness of FG on the macroeconomy and to assess role of imperfect credibility in an empirical setting.
Our incorporation of Bayesian learning into a monetary policy model builds on the analysis of Erceg and Levin (2003) , Schorfheide (2005) and Svensson and Williams (2008) . However, these papers do not incorporate the ZLB or study the effectiveness of forward guidance. Of these papers, our paper is most closely related to Schorfheide (2005) , who, like us, estimates a structural model with regime changes for monetary policy in which private sector agents have imperfect information about the regimes. However, Schorfheide (2005) finds, using linearized models, that the full information specification fits the data over his sample period better than the incomplete information specification. In contrast, we find the II specification outperforms the FI specification, because we focus on monetary policy at the ZLB and show how the ZLB makes it more difficult for agents to discriminate across different policy regimes.
The Model
The economy consists of a representative household, a continuum of firms producing differentiated intermediate goods, a perfectly competitive final goods firm, and a central bank in charge of monetary policy.
Incomplete Information and Policy Uncertainty
Households and firms in the economy have imperfect information about monetary policy. In particular, the central bank follows an interest-rate reaction function that is regime-dependent and private sector agents do not observe the current policy regime. However, they observe the nominal interest rate, R t , in period t, which satisfies:
where f R (X t , Γ jt ) denotes the central bank's reaction function, X t is a set of economic variables that is observable to private agents such as inflation and output, and Γ jt is a set of unobserved coefficients governing how responsive a central bank's desired policy rate is to economic developments in regime j t ∈ {1, 2, ..., N J }. Households and firms also do not observe e Rt -a temporary, exogenous deviation from that reaction function -though they know that it is normally distributed with zero mean and standard deviation, σ R . They also do not observe j t though they know that j t follows a Markov process with the transition matrix, P = [P ij ], where P ij denotes the probability of transitioning from regime i to regime j.
It is useful to define the desired policy rate as sum of the central bank's reaction function and the temporary deviation from that function, f R (X t , Γ jt ) + e Rt . According to equation (1), when the policy rate is above zero, the desired rate coincides with the policy rate, log R t , though they can not distinguish between changes within the reaction reaction function and temporary deviations from it.
When the policy rate is at the ZLB, agents can no longer observe the desired rate, which complicates their inference about the policy regime.
Bayesian Decision Making
With this information structure, agents face uncertainty about the current policy regime and must form beliefs about it. We follow the rational learning literature in which the agents are Bayesian decision makers. A change in the policy regime is imperfectly credible as agents' beliefs can differ from the true regime. Agents enter the period with prior beliefs about the likelihood of each of the policy regimes and update their beliefs after observing R t and X t and use their knowledge of the model to judge the likelihood of each regime given these new observations. At the same time, households and firms make their optimal decisions in product, labor and asset markets. In doing so, they take into account their uncertainty about the policy regime on their decisions as well as the fact that their beliefs about monetary policy evolve over time. 3 Attractive features of our incomplete information approach are that it is fully model consistent and does not require us to specify additional model parameters relative to the full information, rational expectations case.
To formalize this approach, let p jt|t−1 ≡ Prob(j t = j|Ω t−1 ) denote the prior beliefs that households and firms have at the beginning of date t about regime j, where Ω t−1 corresponds to an agent's information set at time t − 1. Importantly, Ω t−1 includes R t−1 and X t−1 but does not include j t−1 or e Rt−1 or any of their additional lags. At the same time as households and firms choose their optimal allocations, they update their beliefs about monetary policy taking on board their observations of R t and X t . Agents do so using Bayes rule:
where ξ (R t , X t |j t = j) denotes the likelihood of observing R t and X t conditional on policy regime j, p t|t−1 denotes the vector, (p 1,t|t−1 , p 2,t|t−1 , ..., p N J ,t|t−1 ), and ξ t denotes the vector:
Because an agent's observations of a central bank's desired policy rate are truncated at the zero lower bound, the conditional likelihood function of the observed data is similar to a Tobit model and is comprised of a mixture of two functions:
The functions φ and Φ are the pdf and cdf, respectively, for a standard normal. Also, I t is an indicator variable satisfying I t = 1 if log R t > 0 and I t = 0 if log R t = 0.
When log R t > 0, equation (3) indicates that the relevant function for making inferences about the regimes is the normal density function for e Rt . The function, ξ, is used to evaluate the likelihood of each regime, as agents use it to compare the observed policy rate to the central bank's reaction function under each regime. Conditional on log R t > 0, greater volatility in e Rt will make it more difficult to determine the true regime and thus how monetary policy responds to the state of the economy.
The conditional likelihood changes when log R t = 0. In this case, the term 1 − Φ
is the probability of observing a policy rate of zero conditional on being in regime j. Agents update their beliefs in this way because they do not observe the desired policy rate and instead judge a regime's likelihood by how it affects the probability of the policy rate being at the ZLB. As in the case in which log R t > 0, greater volatility in e Rt makes it difficult to distinguish between policy regimes, since a larger, negative innovation in e Rt is more likely, leading to a greater chance of being at the bound regardless of the regime.
Because agents are forward-looking, they need to form beliefs about future regimes. Accordingly, conditional on their beliefs about the current policy regime, agents form their priors about the regime in period t + j, j > 0, using
Households
The representative household chooses their consumption, C t , labor supply, H t , and asset allocations in financial markets taking into account its limited information about the policymaker's reaction function.
The household chooses a state-contingent plan for consumption, hours, the risk-free bond, and equity shares to maximize:
These preferences allow for external habits, as households value their own consumption relative to aggregate consumption, C a t−1 in the previous period, which a household takes as given. The parameter 0 ≤ γ < 1 captures the importance of external habits. We include risk-free bonds in a household's utility function following Fisher (2015) and Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2012) , who emphasize the liquidity and safety services provided by short-term government securities. The demand for liquid assets is also affected by a time-varying, exogenous premium, η t , which as discussed in Fisher (2015) , can be interpreted as a change in the demand for risk-free bonds relative to risky assets. The operator, E [·|Ω 0 ] corresponds to the expectation conditional on information that the household has at time 0.
The information set, Ω t , includes the history of all the model variables through time t but not, as discussed above, the current and past values of j t and Rt .
The household receives labor income
Wt Pt H t , where P t and W t denote the aggregate (consumption) price level and the nominal wage, respectively. Households also trade in financial markets where they can purchase or sell a one period risk-free nominal bond, B t+1 , which has a return between period t and period t + 1 of R t . In addition, households trade shares, E t+1 , in the economy's firms at price, P E t , and a share entitles a household to a dividend payment from the firms, D t . The household maximizes equation (5) subject to the sequence of budget constraints,
where T t are lump sum taxes (or transfers, if negative) from the government.
A household's optimal choices for bonds and equity imply:
where λ t is the Lagrange multiplier on a household's budget constraint satisfying
is the inflation rate defined as π t+1 = P t+1
Pt , and R E t+1 is the return on equity satisfying
The term,
, in equation (7) reflects the non-pecuniary benefits of holding the risk-free bond.
Holding all else equal, equation (8) indicates that an increase in the demand for the risk-free bond (i.e., a higher value of η t ) leads to an increase in the risk premium, while an increase in its net supply will reduce it. The preference for the risk-free bond introduces discounting into the intertemporal Euler equation, mitigating the effects on aggregate demand of future policy rate changes (as discussed in
Fisher (2015) and Campbell, Fisher, Justiniano, and Melosi (2016) ). A household supplies its labor services in a perfectly competitive market and their labor supply satisfies
Firms
There is a continuum of monopolistically competitive firms producing differentiated intermediate goods.
These goods are used as inputs by a perfectly competitive firm producing a single final good. All the firms in the economy make their decisions using the same information set, Ω t , and thus do not observe the current monetary policy regime.
The final good is produced with a constant returns technology,
is the quantity of intermediate good f used as an input, and > 1 is its elasticity of demand.
Profit maximization, taking as given the final goods price P t and the prices for the intermediate goods
, yields the following set of demand schedules,
The zero profit condition implies
An intermediate goods firm combines capital, K t (f ), and labor, H t (f ), to produce its good according to:
where 0 < α < 1 and Z t is the aggregate level of technology. Capital is in fixed supply in the model though intermediate goods producers can buy and sell capital from each other at the price q t in a perfectly competitive market. The firm also hires the labor services of the households in a perfectly competitive market at the wage Wt Pt .
Intermediate goods firm f sells its differentiated good in a monopolistically competitive market and can choose its nominal price P t (f ) subject to the requirement that it satisfies the demand of the representative final goods producer at that price. Following Rotemberg (1982) , the intermediate good producer faces a quadratic cost of adjusting its nominal price between periods, which is measured in terms of the final good:
The parameter ϕ ≥ 0 governs the size of the adjustment cost and the indexation parameter a satisfies 0 ≤ a ≤ 1 and allows for the adjustment costs to depend on a weighted average of lagged inflation and π, the target inflation rate set by the central bank.
Firm f chooses state contingent plans for capital, hours, and its price to maximize the present discounted value of expected profits:
subject to equations (9) and (10). In equation (11), τ is a subsidy to firms that is financed out of lump-sum taxes and q t is the price of an additional unit of capital.
In symmetric equilibrium all intermediate goods producers make the same decisions: K t+1 (f ) = K t+1 , H t (f ) = H t , and P t (f ) = P t . In this case, the firm's pricing equation can be written:
where the function, f π (π t , π t−1 ), is given by
A firm's marginal cost is given by mc t =
WtHt
(1−α)PtYt . Arbitrage between the capital and financial markets implies that the return on equity is equal to the return on capital so that
.
Shocks
In addition to the unobserved monetary regimes and the monetary policy shocks, j t and e Rt , the economy fluctuates in response to shocks to technology and the 'risk premium'. Both of these shocks are observed by households and firms. The technology shock evolves according to:
where g Zt = log(Z t ) − log(Z t−1 ), 0 ≤ ρ η < 1, σ Z > 0, and e Zt is a normally-distributed innovation with zero mean and a standard deviation of unity.
The stochastic process for the risk premium shock, η t is given by:
where η is the non-stochastic steady state value of η t , 0 ≤ ρ η < 1, σ η > 0, and e ηt is a normallydistributed innovation with zero mean and a standard deviation of unity.
Monetary Policy
The reaction function for the central bank is given by:
whereỹ t denotes the output gap,
. In equation (15),ỹ t is the output gap defined using the detrended level of output,ỹ t = Yt Zt . We use this definition of the output gap rather than one that involves the level of output in the flexible price economy, because this concept corresponds more closely to the CBO's measure of the output gap, which we use to estimate the model.
As shown in the appendix, usingỹ t for the output gap is equivalent to using the deviation of detrended output from its steady state value since the steady state value ofỹ t is equal to one.
We model regime changes as affecting the intercept of an interest-rate rule through the term Γ jt .
As discussed in the Introduction, this approach aligns well with the forward guidance communications by the Federal Reserve in 2014-15. Moreover, in our view the nature of the Federal Reserve's FG communications changed over time and an approach that imposes less structure is attractive given the evolving nature of FG communications.
In estimating the model, there are three regimes so that N j = 3. We label and normalize the regimes a priori so that Γ jt ∈ {0, −γ 0 , −2γ 0 } with γ 0 > 0. Our focus on regimes that imply a lower desired policy rate than would be the case under the systematic part of the rule reflects our interest in determining whether there was a regime change in monetary policy at a time when the Federal Reserve was attempting to provide additional accommodation through its FG communications.
We interpret the first regime as the "Normal Times" regime, and in this regime f R (X t , Γ 1 ) reflects only the systematic part of the rule. The second regime is called the "Easing" regime, as this regime is associated with a desired interest rate that is lower than in the "Normal Times" regime. As discussed further below, this regime helps capture the empirical regularity that the reductions in the federal funds rate during easing cycles occur more quickly than interest-rate increases during tightening cycles. The third regime is called the "FG" regime, and in this regime the desired policy rate can be substantially lower the it would be in the other two regimes.
The three regimes also differ in terms of their likelihood and persistence, as specified by the transition matrix, P. We discuss in detail our prior for P in the next section but the priors can be summarized as follows. The priors imply the Normal Times regime is persistent with most of the realizations of j t associated with this regime. The FG regime is also specified to be persistent though not as persistent as the Normal Times regime. Moreover, the priors imply that the likelihood of being in the FG regime is low relative to the Normal Times regime. The likelihood of being in the Easing regime is also specified to be low and our priors impose that this regime is short-lived relative to the other two regimes.
As discussed above, agents have incomplete information about the regimes since they do not observe j t and e Rt . Because of this assumption, the regimes are imperfectly credible since the actual realization of the regime can differ from what agents believe. To understand the quantitative importance of this assumption, we contrast this specification with the case in which agents have complete information so that they observe both j t and e Rt . In that case, regime changes are fully credible.
Market Clearing
The government budget constraint is:
The market clearing conditions for the final goods is:
and the supply of capital and the number of equity shares is normalized to one (i.e., K t = E t = 1).
Solution and Econometric Inference
Appendix B shows the model's equilibrium conditions. The model is solved for a minimum state variable solution using a projection method similar to Gust, Herbst, López-Salido, and Smith (2017) . 4 We prefer such an approach because of the nonlinearities coming from the ZLB and the way in which agents update their beliefs. Because we are estimating the model, it might be tempting to use a computationally-efficient solution algorithm that respects the nonlinearity in the Taylor rule but loglinearizes the remaining equilibrium conditions. However, as discussed in Gust, Herbst, López-Salido, and Smith (2017) , this approach can perform poorly quantitatively and lead to large differences in some of the estimated parameters.
Data and Estimation
Data. We use quarterly data on the output gap, inflation, and the interest rate for the United States For the policy rate, we use the quarterly average of the federal funds rate. The time series for the data are plotted in Figure 1 and the data and their sources are described in greater detail in Appendix A.
Estimation. The solution algorithm described above characterizes the transition for the model's state variables, s t , as a function of its past realization, s t−1 , and current innovations to the shocks, ε t . 5 The minimum set of state variables for the model includes
The state variables are updated according to
where Φ denotes the transition function, ε t is a vector containing the three innovations to the shocks as well as an innovation which we use to govern the Markov-switching process for j t , and θ is a vector containing the model's parameters. 6
The data are linked to the model via the observation equations:
Federal Funds Rate t = 4 log(R t ) + v r,t .
According to these equations, each of the series is subject to a small amount of measurement error.
The standard deviation of the measurement error is set equal to 1 percent of the standard deviation of each of the series over the estimation period.
Taken together, equations (19), (20), (21), and (22) form a nonlinear state space model. We use this econometric model to estimate the parameters of the model, θ, to assess the likelihood of changes in monetary policy regimes and to assess the fit of the incomplete information version of the model relative to the full information version. To do so, we take a Bayesian approach, similar to many papers in the literature that estimate DSGE models, in which the parameters, θ, are random variables whose initial distribution (the "prior") is updated in light of the observed data to a new distribution (the "posterior").
We use simulation techniques to elicit random draws from the posterior distribution. Specifically, we use the Random Walk Metropolis-Hastings (RWMH) algorithm to generate draws from a Markov chain {θ i } N i=1 which converge to the posterior distribution. A well known complication when using nonlinear state space models in this setting is that the likelihood function, p(Y |θ), is not available in closed form. Instead, we rely on sequential Monte Carlo techniques known as particle filters to estimate the likelihood function at each step of the RWMH algorithm. Herbst and Schorfheide (2015) provide an overview of both the RWMH algorithm and particle filtering nonlinear state space models.
Particle filtering for DSGE models is challenging because of both the size of state space and because of model misspecification. Typically, to obtain reliable likelihood estimates, a large number of particles are necessary and/or a relatively high degree of measurement error. In our application, we seek to use a relatively small amount of measurement error so that we can focus on whether there was a policy regime change at the zero lower bound. To avoid having to use an infeasibly high number of particles, we use the adaptive Tempered Particle Filter proposed by Herbst and Schorfheide (2018) . This filter augments the system with artificially high measurement error which is adaptively reduced to the desired amount. As discussed in Herbst and Schorfheide (2018) , it allows for reliable likelihood estimates with moderate amounts of particles, even for systems with small amounts of measurement error. 7
Prior. Before detailing the prior distribution for the estimated parameters, we note that we fix a subset of parameters. In particular, we fix the parameters that are not directly related to the policy rule, regime switching process, or shock processes. This helps sharpen inference somewhat on the remaining parameters, but strictly speaking is not necessary. The results are robust to estimating the parameters we fix under reasonable prior distributions. The parameters we fix are η, γ, a p ,π, and ϕ. The parameter η governs the size of the risk premium and we set η = 0.25% so that it implies an annualized risk premium of 1%. The habit parameter, γ, and the price indexation parameter, 1 − a p , are set to 0.70 and 0.15, respectively. The central bank's target for inflation,π, corresponds to 2%, in line with FOMC's stated objective and close to the average rate of inflation over our sample period.
The Rotemberg parameter (ϕ) controlling the cost of price changes is set to 100, which can be shown to be consistent with a frequency of price changes of slightly more than one year in a model with Calvo contracts.
The prior distribution for the estimated parameters are displayed in Table 1 . The prior distribution for the interest rate rule is moderately informative, whose mean corresponds to a central bank which responds to inflation, but not the output gap, and which exhibits moderate persistence. The marginal prior distributions for the parameters associated with the risk premium and technology shock are less informative.
A key component of the prior distribution is the marginal prior for γ 0 , which governs the values of Γ jt , j t ∈ {1, 2, 3}. We set the prior for γ 0 to be identical to the prior for σ r . That is, our prior views indicate that the Easing regime represents a (negative) one standard deviation monetary policy shock, and the FG regime represents a two standard deviation monetary policy shock.
The parameters governing the transition matrix, P, are also key components of the prior distribution. We set the prior for P to be consistent with the regime descriptions discussed earlier. Specifically, 7 Details about the settings and the stability of the Tempered Particle Filter are available upon request.
we parameterize the P matrix using four parameters, [P 11 , P 33 , p α , p β ] as:
where the element P ij represents the P{j t = j|j t−1 = i}. Our prior beliefs can be summarized as follows. The Normal Times regime is the dominant regime, with most of the j t realizations associated with this regime. Moreover, the regime is quite persistent. Finally, it is not possible to transit from the Normal Times regime to the FG regime without first visiting the Easing regime.
We operationalize these beliefs by fixing P 13 = 0 and thus P 12 = 1 − P 11 . The prior on P 11 is a Beta distribution with mean 0.95 and standard deviation 0.03. This prior corresponds to a distribution for the expected duration of remaining in the Normal Times with a mean of 20 quarters and 10 and 100 quarters, respectively, at the 5th and 95th percentiles. The prior on P 33 , which determines the duration of the FG regime, is given by a Beta distribution with mean 0.90 and standard deviation of 0.05. This prior corresponds to a distribution for the expected duration of remaining in the FG regime with a mean of 10 quarters and 8 and 33 quarters, respectively, at the 5th and 95th percentiles. The priors for the transition matrix also imply that it is equally likely that j t moves from the FG regime to the Normal Times or Easing regimes, as the probabilities for P 31 and P 32 are both parameterized to
The transition probabilities conditional on being in the Easing regime are indirectly parameterized via p α and p β . The Easing regime is meant to capture quick, easing cycles in which the federal funds rate is sharply cut. To accomplish this, we use priors that imply the expected duration of the Easing regime is strictly less than that of the FG regime by setting P 22 = p α P 33 , where the prior distribution for p α is a Beta distribution with a mean of 0.50 and a standard deviation of 0.10. The priors for P 21
and P 23 are chosen so that transitioning from the Easing regime to the FG regime is substantially less likely than transitioning from the Easing regime to the Normal Times regime. To do so, P 21 = p β P 22
and P 32 = (1 − p β )P 22 where p β has a Beta prior distribution with a mean of 0.90 and a standard deviation of 0.05.
In summary, the prior distributions for the four parameters, [γ 0 , P 11 , P 33 , p α , p β ], govern the regime switching process and are key components of the estimation strategy. Table 2 displays the implied prior means and marginal 5th and 95th percentiles of the elements of γ 0 , P, and the ergodic distribution for the regime switching process. As indicated by the ergodic probabilities, the priors imply that the likelihoods of the Normal Times regime, the Easing regime, and the FG regime are 87 %, 8 %, and 5%, respectively. Our approach imposes quite a bit of structure about the regimes in order to help distinguish them from each other. This is often necessary in structural models with Markov switching such as ours, because the model is highly nonlinear in its parameters. Having said that, we also estimated the model using the methodology in Rouwenhurst to characterize the transition matrix, P, and found that the results were broadly similar.
Estimation Results
Parameter Estimates. Table 3 displays the posterior mean and marginal 5th and 95th percentiles of the posterior distribution of the estimated parameters for three different specifications of the model:
the version with no regime changes, the FI version, and the II version. With the exception of the estimate for β and the parameters governing the policy regimes, the parameter estimates are similar across the three specifications. The estimates for the policy rule indicate that monetary policy responds aggressively to both inflation and the output gap with the inflation response slightly greater than in Taylor (1993) and the response to the output gap substantially greater than in Taylor (1993) . 8 With the posterior mean of ρ r above 0.8, our results also suggest considerable inertia in the setting of the federal funds rate. In all three versions of the model, the estimated volatility of the monetary policy innovations are small relative to those of the risk premium and markup shocks.
The estimate of β is notably lower in the versions of the model with regime switching than in the version with no changes in monetary policy regimes. This lower value of β has the effect of raising the average nominal rate in these regime-switching versions of the model. Still, the average nominal rate in the three versions of the model is similar because in the two versions with regime switching the fact that γ 0 is positive on average puts downward pressure on the average nominal rate. Table 3 shows that in the FI specification of the model a change in regime has about the same contemporaneous impact as a one standard deviation innovation in the policy rule, as the mean estimate of γ 0 is only slightly larger than that of σ r . However, in the II version of the model, a regime change is larger, as the mean estimate of γ 0 is about 75% larger than a one standard deviation innovation in monetary policy. This larger estimate for γ 0 reflects that regime changes in the II specification are imperfectly credible and thus an equal-sized change in regime in this specification, all else equal, has a smaller effect on inflation and economic activity than in the FI specification. Hence, the estimated regimes are more distinct in the II specification than the FI specification. Table 3 also shows the estimates of the parameters governing the transition matrix for the regimes, P. In both the FI and II specifications, the Normal Times regime has an average duration of about 16 to 20 quarters. The FG regime is noticeably more persistent in the II version of the model than the FI version of the model. In particular, the FG regime has an average duration of about 6 quarters under FI and about 11 quarters under II. Accordingly, our estimates imply that, conditional on being in the FG regime, spells at the ZLB are likely to be longer in the II specification of the model than the FI specification.
Model Fit. Table 4 shows estimates of the log marginal data densities for the three versions of the model for the full sample and for the pre-crisis sample. The data favors the regime-switching versions of the model relative to the version with no switches in regimes. Interestingly, there is little difference in the marginal data densities between the FI and II versions of the model using the sample period before the ZLB spell, but the II version fits noticeably better for the full sample. This better fit mainly reflects the II specification's better performance over the ZLB episode. It is not a trivial finding, as it stands in contrast to the previous work of Schorfheide (2005) , who estimates a similar model incorporating incomplete information but finds that the FI specification fits the data better than the II specification.
This difference in results in part reflects that Schorfheide (2005) did not incorporate ZLB into his analysis and in particular how it affects the way in which agents learn about regimes, as that paper used an earlier sample period. Overall, the estimates suggest that incorporating regime changes and incomplete information during the period in which the federal funds rate was at the ZLB is important in explaining movements in interest rates, inflation, and the output gap during this period.
To understand why the II specification fits better than the FI specification, Figure 2 displays the estimated innovations in the technology shock in the II and FI specifications of the model. Because these innovations are quite volatile, Figure 2 displays a moving-average representation of the innovations using eight lags. As shown in the upper panel of the figure, the estimated technology innovations in the II and FI specifications are very similar prior to the financial crisis. However, as shown in the lower panel, the innovations are noticeably larger during the ZLB episode in the FI specification than in the II specification. Because these innovations are assumed to be standard normal random variables, the marginal data density penalizes the FI specification of the model more than it does the II specification;
hence, the II specification has a higher marginal data density than the FI specification.
The relatively large innovations of the FI specification are a manifestation of the forward guidance puzzle present in that specification of the model. Because agents view switches to either the asymmetric or FG regimes with perfect certainty in that version of the model, a change to either one of those regimes can have a large stimulative effect on inflation. With those regimes playing an important role during the 2008-2015 period, relatively large and positive innovations in the technology shock are necessary to offset the stimulative effect on inflation and keep it near observed inflation rate. While the II version also features positive innovations in technology over this period, they are not as large, because the change to the FG regime is viewed by agents as imperfectly credible and thus has less impact on inflation.
Estimated Policy Regimes
Filtered Probabilities. The solid lines in Figure 3 display the posterior mean estimates of filtered probabilities of the three regimes derived from the II version of the model. These probabilities are those that private-sector agents in the model assign to the three regimes. Because of the small degree of measurement error, the filtered or real time probabilities that an econometrician would assign to the regimes are quite similar. Interpreting these probabilities through the lens of the econometrician, they indicate that there have been changes in monetary policy regimes with the bulk of the evidence in favor of regime changes coming from the period during and after the financial crisis in 2007 -2008 to that crisis, the upper panel shows that the Normal Times regime was the dominant regime though there is some evidence of regime change over this period. In particular, the probability of the Normal Times regime falls below 50% during the 2001 recession in which the federal funds rate was cut sharply;
hence, there is significant probability that the policy was governed by the Easing regime in 2001 and 2002. However, overall, the estimates suggest that prior to the financial crisis monetary policy could be described reasonably well by a rule with constant coefficients -a result that is consistent with those of Sims and Zha (2006) . The dashed lines in Figure 3 display the estimates of the posterior mean filtered probabilities for the three regimes derived from the FI specification of the model. In this case, these probabilities correspond to the real time estimates from the perspective of the econometrician, as agents in the FI specification observe the policy regime. The estimates of the filtered probabilities from the FI model are broadly similar to the II model. In particular, the Normal Times regime is the dominant regime prior to the financial crisis and there is a temporary switch to the FG regime in 2008. However, the FG regime does not return with appreciable probability until 2014 -a couple of years later than in the II model. As discussed above, the II version of the model fits better than the FI version and thus we emphasize the results from that specification. Figure 4 compares the mean estimates of the probability of being in the FG regime from the incomplete information specification to the statement-based FG index of Hansen and McMahon (2016) . 9 This index uses computational linguistic techniques to characterize the extent to which the FOMC statements provided information about the future path of the federal funds rate. Accordingly, it takes a different methodological approach to measure FG than we do. In addition, it focuses on the communications of the FOMC rather than on whether the private sector viewed the FOMC's reaction function to have changed, as we do in this paper. In making that assessment, the agents in our model do not rely on announcements or any central bank communications. Instead, the private sector's beliefs about the FG regime are entirely based on observing the policy rate in relation to aggregate data on inflation and the output gap. Despite the sharp differences in approaches, it is interesting to see that the probabilities that agents in our model assign to the FG regime rise notably in 2012 at the same time as the increase in the statement-based index. However, the two measures differ somewhat at the end of the ZLB spell. While the DSGE-based measure continues to indicate that agents see the FG regime as highly probable, the statement-based FG index, while positive and indicating that FG communications remained stimulative, begins to fall in 2013.
Smoothed Probabilities. Figure 5 compares the probabilities that agents in the II specification assign to the regimes in real time (solid line) over the 2009-2016 period to the posterior mean smoothed probabilities that the econometrician assigns to the regimes (dashed line). The latter probabilities take into account that the econometrician has the benefit of using hindsight to estimate the regimes using the data over the entire sample period. As discussed above, the real-time estimates suggest that when the federal funds rate reached the ZLB in early 2009, the probability that agents assigned to the FG regime was low, less than 15%. The agent's filtered probabilities do not rise above 50% until 2012 and do not go over 90% until 2015. By contrast, the smoothed probabilities indicated that an econometrician, acting with the benefit of hindsight, would be able to identify the FG regime much earlier.
In particular, the smoothed probability for the FG regime is above 50% in early 2011 and is above 90% in 2012. Accordingly, our estimates suggest that it was difficult in real time for agents to learn about the switch to the FG regime.
The ZLB constraint plays a key role in making it difficult for agents to learn about the switch to the FG regime. In that case, agents no longer observe the desired policy rate and thus the likelihood function changes to reflect that they have less information about the regimes. Figure 6 displays the regime probabilities in the unconstrained version of the model in which the ZLB constraint is not imposed. 10 In that case, there is little difference between the smoothed (dashed lines) and the filtered probabilities (solid lines). In the unconstrained model, the switch to the FG regime is identified by the econometrician with the benefit of hindsight in 2009 and the agents are able to identify it very quickly as well. In the unconstrained version of the model, the desired policy rate is directly observed by agents and is equal to the actual policy rate so that
In addition, the likelihood function is no longer a mixture of two distributions and is given by
Using equation (24), agents can score each regime using the normal pdf. Given the large differences in Γ j estimated in the incomplete information version of the model, this scoring leads to sharp distinctions between regimes; thus, agents quickly infer the switch to the FG regime. By contrast, this does not occur when agents update their beliefs according to equation (3).
The Macroeconomic Effects of Forward Guidance
To understand the importance of the FG regime for the macroeconomy, the solid lines in Figure 7 display the paths of inflation, the output gap, and the federal funds rate for the II version of the model. induce a higher federal funds rate, making it more likely for the federal funds rate to rise above the ZLB. However, output is further below potential and inflation is lower in the counterfactual simulation, which has the counterbalancing effect of making it more likely for the federal funds rate to be at the ZLB. If agents have full information, Figure 8 shows that there can be very large effects on inflation and the output gap from the change in regime. In particular, the output gap is about 1.75 percentage points higher, on average, over the 2009-2015 period if the regime change is fully credible rather than imperfectly credible. The quarterly inflation rate is about 75 basis point higher which translates into an inflation rate that would have been 3 percentage points higher. These large differences in outcomes are a manifestation of the FG puzzle in the FI specification of the model and highlight the importance of introducing imperfect credibility into the empirical analysis: the regime change is much less effective in stimulating the economy when agents view it as imperfectly credible. In particular, as shown in the lower right panel of Figure 8 , it takes considerable time before the agents learn about the switch to the FG regime under incomplete information. In particular, it takes almost 3 years before the agents assign a probability of being in the FG regime above 50% and about 5 years before that probability rises above 90%, though with the benefit of hindsight they would have learned about it much faster.
To further understand the role of the ZLB, Figure 9 
Conclusion
We estimated a New Keynesian model in which there are monetary policy regime changes and agents have incomplete information about the regimes. We provided evidence that there was a change in the policy regime at the time the federal funds rate was at the ZLB. We called this regime the FG regime and showed that because agents had incomplete information about monetary policy they were slow to learn about this change in regime. We were able to generate this slow evolution of beliefs while assuming agents have rational expectations because of the role of the ZLB in limiting the information they had about monetary policy. Our estimates suggest that imperfect credibility played a significant role in limiting the effectiveness of the Federal Reserve's forward guidance. Our empirical analysis also reinforced the importance of incorporating incomplete information into structural models as we found that the incomplete information version of the model fit the data better than the full information version. Notes: The table displays the estimates of log marginal data densities, log p(Y ), a summary statistic of overall model fit. The estimates are computed using the output from the posterior simulator and the modified harmonic mean method of Geweke (1999) . 
Interest Rate
Notes: The figure displays the data we use to estimate the model. The output gap is constructed as the log difference between actual output and the Congressional Budget Office's (CBO) estimate of potential GDP. Inflation is measured as the percent change in core PCE prices, and for the policy rate the quarterly average of the federal funds rate is used. 
